As part of our ongoing program of continuous improvement of all Anthony Liftgate products, we’ve recently re-designed and re-tooled the latch pin assembly on all Anthony Tuckunder-style liftgates. The latch pin and latch pin handle use corrosion-resistant yellow dichromate plated steel, and the high-strength steel latch pin barrel has a powder-coated finish for added protection from the elements. Using high-grade materials, the new design also extends the length of the latch pin and barrel by several inches for added mechanical integrity, and places the shear force closer to the lifting arm. Also, the new design incorporates a CNC-machined slide bolt action mechanism which locks the latch pin in the barrel. For information about other Anthony Tuckunder liftgate features call Anthony Customer Support at (815) 842-3383. You can also fax your request to (815) 844-3612. And be sure to visit our newly-updated Web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com.